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Let S be a Galois extension of R, fields, with group G. A central simple 
S-algebra A is called G-normal if one can map G to a set of automorphisms 
of A which extends the action of G on S. 
In 1940 Teichmuller ([16], see also [S]) showed that there is a map from 
the subgroup of the Brauer group of S, B(S), consisting of classes of G-normal 
algebras, into H3(G, S*), the third cohomology group of G with coefficients 
in the units of S, and that the kernel consists of those algebra classes which 
come from B(R) by tensoring with S. 
The theory was subsequently examined by Eilenberg and MacLane [8], 
Hochschild and Serre [lo], and B. Pareigis [14]. Eilenberg and MacLane 
studied those algebra classes which are normal and split by a field extension 
T of S which is a Galois extension of R, and showed that the group B(T/S, G) 
of T-split G-normal algebra classes is isomorphic to H2(Gal(T/S), T*)G; 
they used this fact, what Hochschild and Serre subsequently interpreted as 
the exact sequence 
0 -----f H2(Gal(S/R), S*) + H2(Gal(T/R), T*) -+ H2(Gal(T/S), T*)G 
-LH3(Gal(S/R), S*) -+ H3(Gal(T/R), T*), 
and the fact that every central simple algebra is split by a Galois extension, 
to compute the image of Teichmuller’s map. Hochschild and Serre inter- 
preted Eilenberg and MacLane’s work as showing that Teichmuller’s map 
was the composite of the identification of B( T/S, G) with W(Gal(T/S), T*)G 
and the transfer map r arising from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. 
Pareigis described the Amitsur cohomology version of the Hochschild-Serre 
exact sequence and examined the difficulties arising in trying to show, in 
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2 (‘HILDS 
case .5’ is not a field, that B(l’/S, G) IS isomorphic to the term corresponding 
to IP(Gal(T/S), -1’+)(; in the Galois case. 
In this paper \VC estend ‘I’eichmuller’s map to normal Azu~naya algebras 
o\-er an arbitrary commutative ring. 
In Section 1 we obtain for a biAmpler of abelian groups and any triple 
(1., 5, t), r _ z < t of integers a long exact sequence. For a first quadrant 
bicomples the sequence (0, 0, I) ertcnds the seven-term csact sequence of 
low degree [6, Lemma 7.51, and the sequence (0, 0, n), 2 __ II 1, extends 
the well-known five-term exact scqucnce of h)v- degree. 
(‘llase, Harrison and Rosenberg, using the seven-term exact sequence of 
low degree, obtained a seven-term exact sequence of Galois cohomolog! 
describing the Hrauer gr-oup. In Section 2 Eve use the sequence (0, 0, 1) to 
obtain an infinite exact sequence \vhich extends their srqucnce. 
In Section 3 \ve dcfille a map 5 from G-normal Azumaya algebras illto thr 
eighth term of the sequence obtained in Section 2. This map specializes to 
Teichmuller’s original map in the field case. In Section 4 we show that < 
induces a map on the subgroup of the Brauer group of S consisting of classes 
containing a G-normal algebra. In Section 5 \zx show that for S a Gal& 
extension of K with group G, < of a G-norma1 Azumaya S-algebra .-I is 
trivial i f f  the class of _! in the Braucr group of S comes from Ii. thercb!. 
extending Teichmullcl-‘s result. In Section 6 wt‘ q$!’ oth squerlccs of 
Section I to suggest analogies with I-lochschild~Scrr~‘s description of the 
Teichmullcr map and unpublished \vork of A. Friihlich and (.*. ‘1’. C‘. \\-all. 
In this paper all rings have units, modules arc unitar>-, unadorned tcnsol 
products are taken over K. Exponents on groups wi II denote product, on 
algebras will denote tensor product. l~nexplainetl notation oi’ ,%mitsur coho- 
molog!- \vill bc as in [h]; any other unexplained notation and tcrminolog\ 
\vill be as in [5, 6, 2, or X]. “Azumaya” means “central separable” in the 
sense‘ of [2]. I: denotes the units functor. 
In [7] we described, for a first quadrant bicomplex, how to get a long 
exact sequence of low degree. \JT:e generalize that result herr. 
Let {Cl’,“,\ be a bicomplex of abelian groups. Let d’: C”‘.” f  (“‘I l.“, 
n”: C’J,“~P+ C”,“-l be the differentials, satisfying ct”rl” -=~ 0, d’rl’ 0, 
d”cl” -r d’d” = 0. Take homology first with respect to d,, ~_ (/” to get 
1,’ I,, ‘, mm ker(d”)/Im(d”). On the E, terms n’ induces a differential d1 , so taking 
i:mology with respect to ct, yields the J!& terms, on Mhich (/’ induces a 
differential d2 : E”,” + E~-~2.“i-1 by: take a representative z in C’f,.” of an 
clement of El,“. Then d’(a) d”(w) for some zc in C+ l.” ‘; the class of U”(W) 
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in Ep+“+l is the image under d, of the element in Eisq represented by x. 
The2homology obtained with respect to d2 is El*‘, on which a differential 
d, : ,,$.‘I - E;f%--2 is defined in the analogous way, etc. 
The n-th group P(tot) of the total complex is the group 
. . . @ C-1,n+1 @ p,n @ c1,nw1 @ . . . @ cn.0 @ Cn+l,-1 @ . . . . 
The differential on the total complex is D = d’ i- d”. Denote by CF,, the 
group (Cn-r.r/Im(d”: Cnw,vvl + C”w.‘>) @ Cn-r-l.r+l @ . . @ C”-“3”. De- 
note by ZF,, the subgroup of CF,, such that, for X, = the image of X, modulo 
Im(d”) in C’“-‘,‘, 
DC% + x,+1 + ... + x,J = d,(q) + d”(xJ + D(x,+,) + ... + D(xJ = 0 
in CF+,‘. Denote by By,, the subgroup of C’y,, consisting of images under 
D of the group C:,,S~, i.e., B:,, = Im{D: C:;‘d CF,,,,} n CF,, . Set 
H;,s = Z;XJss ’ 
THEOREM 1 .I. For all r, s, t, Y < s < t there is a long exact sequence 
(-co < n < co) 
Proof. Subscripts on elements will denote their second (= q) component. 
The map r sends the class of X, + ... + xt E ZF,, to the class of 
%+1 + .” + Xt E z;+1*t ; the map i sends the class of X, + ... + x, E ZF,, 
to the class of X, + ... +x, + 0 + ... + OEZF,~ ; the map 8 sends the 
class of X,+r + ... + xt E Zz+,,,, to the class of an element d’(y,) E Zp.:’ 
where d”(yJ = d/(x,+,). We must show first i, = and 3 are well-defined. 
i: if X, + ... + x,~ is a boundary from C,“,,;’ it is a boundary from Cp,;‘, so 
i is well-defined. TK if X, + .‘. + xt is a boundary from C’F,;l then 
X, + ... + zt = D(z~ + ... + q) so that 
x,+1 + ... + xt = d”(z,) + d’h,,) + d”(z,+,) + Ws,, + ... + 4, 
= D(z,+, f  ... + zt). 
3: if X,+r+ “.+x,==z~EZ,ntt,~ and w, is an element of C”~“~” so that 
d”(w,) = d’(x,+,) then a(u) = the class of d’(w,) and D[d’(w,)] = 0. If  
ys+r = xs+r + d”(t,) and vB is another element of C”-“*” so that d”(v,) = 
d’(yS+J, then d’(w,) - d’(v,) = D[w, - v, - d’(t,)], so a(u) doesn’t depend 
on the choice of w,? or x,+~ . I f  u is a boundary from C’F;t t, 
u = xs+r + ... + xt = D(.sY~+~ + ... + z,), then x,+~ = d’(z,+,) + d”(z,) so 
d’(x,+,) = d’d”(zJ = d”[d’(--x,)1. Then d’[d’(--z,)] = 0 so a(u) = 0 and a 
is well-defined. 
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x,. + “. + *q + x,+ 1 ; ‘.’ + .T( -= 5,. f- “’ 4~ x, -- d’(z,J + I&z, + ..’ + z,), 
SO it is in the class of i[%,. + ... +- y,< - (t’(zS)]; 5r -+ ... + s, - d’(~,~) is in 
Z;,, since d”[xs - L!‘(z<)] = d”(s,) + d’(~~+r) 0. 
Exactness at II:,,, I The class of &(x,. ./ ... 1 s,$ -1 s,,+r 1 ... + x+) =-: 
the class of d’(--N,$) _ (D(x, 4~ ... + xSPl), so in ~~ 0. C'onversely, given 
5u...1 -f “’ + X( ) if d”(w,) :- d’(~,~,,) and d’(w,<) 7 D(y, + ‘.. y,J, then 
X,,Ll -t ... + xt :~- T(U), where 
u ?I7 -I- “. J y,< ~ w’, -4 ‘Y,s+l + .” $ x’t 
is in ZF, . 
Exactness at If:,,\ . I f  w,< is some element so that d”(w,J ~~ d’(~,~,r), 
then G~(z,~+, -t .” / z,) =~ i[d’(~,)] --D(-w,< / TSil $ .‘. -t q) EB$l, 
so iii : 0. Conversely, if ;(Xr t ‘.. + N,~) = D(Z,. + ..’ + z, $ z,<! r I- ... + 2,) 
then “r -+ ... + X, ~~~ D(z,. + ... L- zn+i) ~~ d’(z,); the class of d’(z,,) equals 
the class of +zn+r - ... -- 2,) since d’( -2,. ,) -7 d”(z,J. This completes 
the proof. 
,Special cases. We have HF., - B:Pr,r, so the sequence (r, Y, Y + I) is 
. . . ~--, E;-r’,T ----f ff;,,,1 ~--, E;-l--r,ri~l _2+ E;il~ r,r -+ H$, -- 1.. . 
Suppose C’n%q is a first quadrant bicomplex, i.e., C”‘~‘~ p= 0 for p < 0 or 
4 < 0. Then the sequence (0, 0, 1) is 
where Ht r - Hr(tot), H,‘, = F1H2(tot), and we get the long exact sequence 
of low degree of [7] extending the seven-term exact sequence of low degree. 
Again in the first quadrant case, the sequence (0, 0, z) for n large yields 
(0, 0, co), with Htn :- H”(tot), 
0 -* E;.” + H’(tot) + E$’ + E,2,’ -+ H’(tot) ---f ... 
- E;J’ ---r IP(tot) --f H;,, - E,n+‘,‘- Hn+‘(tot) 3 ... . 
This extends the five-term exact sequence of low degree. 
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2. A LONG EXACT SEQUENCE OF GALOIS COHOMOLOGY 
Throughout the rest of the paper, S is a commutative ring, G a finite 
group, K: G - Aut(S) a homomorphism and R the fixed ring of S under 
the action of G, R = {s E S ] K(U)(S) = s, VU E G). Let Kf be the category 
of faithfully flat R-algebras. Define a bicomplex of abelian groups 
{CP,*}, p, 4 > 0, written additively, by Cp,*(G, K) = (Gp, U(S OR K*+l)), 
functions from G x G x ... x G (p times) to the group of units of 
S OR K OR K OR ... @JR K (q + 1 copies of K where K is in K,). 
Denote by dc : CPJJ - Cn+l,~ the usual group cohomology boundary, and 
dK’: Cp,q - C~,n+l the usual Amitsur cohomology boundary. Then do and 
dK’ commute, so replacing dK’ by dK = (- 1)P dK’ on f?,*, we have for all 
x in Cps”, d,d,(x) = 0, dKdK(x) = 0, d,d,(x) + d,d,(x) = 0, so that 
{CD,*, do , dK} is a bicomplex. 
From it we obtain long exact sequences. Denote the groups HF,S occurring 
in them by HF,,(G, K). 
Given a map in Kf from K to L, we get a map of bicomplexes 
{CPJ(G, K)} - {C~,‘J(G, L)} and hence maps of long exact sequences. 
We wish to take direct limits of the groups occurring in those sequences 
as K runs through an appropriate category. We are able to do that, exactly 
as in [6, $61, because of 
LEMMA 2.1. Given two R-algebra maps f, g: K---f L, the maps induced by 
f and g: H: ,(G, K) - HF ,(G, L) are the same. 
Proof. Let w = X, + ... + X, E ZF,,(G, K), where xt E C+t*t(G, K) = 
(Gn-t, lJ(S @ IP+l)). We must show that f(w) - g(w) = D&. + ... + x,) 
in Br,,(G, L). By [l, Lemma 2.71 there exist maps 
u: P-(G, K) + Cn--l(G, L), 
induced from maps U(S @ &?+I) ---f U(S @ Lt), so that f(q) - g(q) = 
udK’(xt) + dL’u(x), where d’ is the unsigned Amitsur coboundary: on 
Cn-t,tdK’ = (-l)n-ldK. Observe that since D(%,. + ... + x,) = 0, 
d&t) + 4Axt+d = 0 
for all t < s, and dK(xS) = 0; and that do commutes with coefficient maps, 
such as u. Then it is a straightforward computation to show that 
f  (4 - g(w) 
= D((--1)“~‘-1 U(X,+1) + (-1),-,-Z U(X,+J + .*. + (-l)“-” U(XJ), 
proving the lemma. 
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\I’e may now take direct limits exactly as in [6, $61: set Q(R) to be the 
full subcategory of K, consisting of R-algebras whose cardinality does not 
exceed X,, + the cardinality of R. Define an equivalence relation on the 
objects of Q(R) setting k’, :g, I& if Alg(k’, , K,) -,+ 4, and K, m IC, if 
k-r 5: k’, and I& 5; lC, The equivalence classes then form a category @(I<) 
which is a partially ordered set, and is directed since IY, 2-G IY, ‘Y,~ IC, and 
k’, z.’ K, @K ZC, _ Lemma 2.1 shows that the homology groups occurring 
in the exact sequences arising from {COJ$G, k’)} are functors on the category 
Q’(R), so that taking the direct limit over Q’(R) of these groups yields, b> 
exactness of the direct limit, exact scquenccs of the limit groups. 
‘The category Q(R) contains in particular all Zariski coverings of K, so 
that lim H1(S & k’/S’, C) =m Pit(S) [6, $51. Also H”(S ~5; k’/S, l’) ~~ C:(S). 
Set lim H;,,?(G, K) :~- If;,,(G). 
‘I’he most interesting application is to the long exact sequence of Ion 
degree, (0, 0, I): 
THEOREM 2.2. There is a lorg exact sequence of low degree 
0 --f H1(G, U(S)) --+ H:,,(G) --f H”(G, Pit(S)) + lZ’(G, C:(S)) + II&(G) 
Q’hen S is a Galois cxtcnsion of R with group G this sequence yields an 
extension of the Chase-Harrison-RosenbergAuslander-Rrumcr exact 
scquencc of Galois cohomology [5]; one applies the (nontrivial) isomorphisms 
II&(G) g Pit(R) [6, Theorem 6.61, and ffi,r FlW(tot) g B(SjR) [6, 
Propositions 7.4 and 6.6). 
The group I-1: r(G), the first “new” term of the sequence of Theorem 2.2, 
vvill be the group into which the Tcichmuller cocycle map goes. 
Remark. Long tract sequences of cohomologv involving Pit and the 
Brauer group have also been found by Villamayor and Zelinsky 1131 and 
Friihlich and iVal1 [9, Theorem I]. The former have obtained a long exact 
sequence of Amitsur cohomology which, in case .S’ is Galois crver I? with 
group G, yields the long exact sequence of Galois cohomology, 
0 -F ZZ’(G, C!(S)) + A’ --r H”(G, Pic(,S)) --f li”(G, U(S)) ---f il” 
- ZP(G, Pit(S)) --•f H”(G, [j(S)) -p 13” + ... . 
‘The!; obtain maps Pit(R) --f dl, I3(S/R) + d” wlrich arc, respectively, an 
isomorphism and a monomorphism. The maps in this sequence appear to be 
rather different from those appearing in the sequence of Chase and Rosen- 
berg, and it is unknown whether their sequence could be obtained as an 
application of a long exact sequence from Section 1. 
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Frohlich and Wall have a long exact sequence C(6.5) below], whose initial 
part appears to coincide with the Chase-Harrison-Rosenberg sequence in 
the Galois case. We shall consider their work in more detail, as well as 
giving other applications of Sections 1 and 2, in Section 6. 
3. THE TEICHMULLER COCYCLE MAP 
As in Section 2 we are given G, S and a fixed homomorphism K: G + Aut(S) 
with fixed ring R. Henceforth groups of units will be written multiplicatively. 
DEFINITION. An Azumaya S-algebra A will be called G-normal (relative 
to K) if there exists a set map UI: G + AutJA) such that the composition 
G + Aut,(A) ---f AutR(S) given by restriction is the map K. 
The object of this section is to obtain a generalization of the classical 
Teichmuller cocycle map [16, 81 f  rom G-normal algebras to H3(G, U(S)), 
namely, 
THEOREM 3.1. There is a well-defined map 5 from the set of isomorphism 
classes of G-normal Azumaya S-algebras into H&(G). When Pit(S) = 0, 
Hz,,(G) z N3(G, U(S)) and the resulting map into H3(G, U(S)) is the Teich- 
muller cocycle map. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Recall that Hi,,(G) is the direct limit over K in Q(R) of homology groups 
defined as follows: cocycles are pairs (f,g), f in (G2, U(S @ K2)), g in 
(G3, U(S @ K)) such that dKf = 1, d,f = (dKg)-l, dog = 1; coboundaries 
are pairs (doa . d,b, dab) for a in (G, U(S @ K2)), b in (G2, U(S @ K)). 
The map < is defined as follows: let A be a G-normal algebra, and 
w: G- AutR(A) some extension of K. Then, for X, p E G, dw(h, p) = 
w(X) w(p) w(&-l fixes S, so is an element of Aut,(A). 
There is a map 1: Aut,(A) ---f Pit(S) defined by: if CL E Aut,(A), then 
J(a) = {a E A 1 ai(x)a = ax for all x E A}. I f  J(a) = &(a), then 01 is an 
inner automorphism, conjugation by u(a) [ 151. 
Given any rank-one projective S-module P, there is a faithfully flat 
R-algebra K in Q(R) such that S @ K splits P, i.e., P @ K is a free S @ K- 
module, by [6, $51. Choose for each j[dw(h, CL)], /\, p in G, such an algebra. 
Then the tensor product K of all these (finite number of) algebras is again 
in Q(R) and S @ K splits J[dw(h, p)] for all h, p in G. Thus 
I[dw(k ~11 0 K = (s 0 K) 44 P), 
and dw(h, I*), viewed as an element of AutsaK(A @ K), is conjugation by 
u(X, p) in A @ K. 
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An element f  in (G2, c’(S @ K2)) corresponding to A, then, is the map 
which assigns to each pair (h, EL) in G the Amitsur one-cocycle corresponding 
to the rank-one projective S-module I[&(/\, ,u)] which is split by 5’ @K, 
namely, f  = dK’(u), where dK’[u(/\, p)] = q[~(h, CL)]-’ E,,[u(~, EL)]. 
An elementg in (G”, 7’-(S (~1 K)) corresponding to i3 is the noncommutative 
coboundary d,(u) defined exactly as the Teichmuller cocycle is defined in the 
classical case, namely, 
4+)(& I*, v) 44 JVA’4A CLV) u y&h v) u ‘(A, cl). 
To show that (f, g) is a cocycle defining an clement of f&(G) WC must 
verify that D(f, g) I, that is, 
44,(u) -L 1, d,&(u) = I, and d(;&(U) . d&(u) : I. 
The first of these is the same verification as with the classical Teichmuller 
cocycle [S]. The second is part of the proof of the well-known isomorphism 
ker(Pic(S) - Pic(S $1 K)) s W(S @j K/S, L”), whose definition we have 
used above in defining .f [6]. It remains to check the last relation. Since 
d,(u) is in (G”, Ij(S (;(, Kj), d, = (dK’) l, so it is a matter of verifying 
d,d,‘(u) -~ d,‘&(u). But since l R~[u(~, CL)] tJu(h, CL)] is in the center of 
.4 @ K for all X, p in G, this is a straightforward computation. 
R:e therefore define < from isomorphism classes of G-normal Azumaya 
S-algebras to H&(G) by <(i3) ~ tl le image in II&(G) of the class of (f,~) 
in Hi,,(G, K). 
We must now show that 5 depends only on the isomorphism class of 4 
and not on A, I&‘. U, or K. 
Suppose we are given an isomorphism of two algebras /3: il ---f A’. I f  
zc: G-+ Aut,(A) is a lifting, then ZU’: G + Aut,(A’) given by W’(X) ~~ 
/z? o w(h) o p-1 is a lifting of K to iz’. In that situation it is easily verified that 
J[&u’(h, p)] =~ /3{J[dw(h, CL)]) so that we may choose u’(X, p) ~ (/3 @> 1) u(h, I*). 
Then, since d,(u) and dK’(u) are maps into S @ K, S @I K2, respectively, 
and ,8 is the identity on S, the two maps w and w’ induce identical coc~cles. 
Thus to show [ is well-defined on isomorphism classes of algebras it suffices 
to consider a single representative A and show that the corresponding clement 
of Hi,,(G) is independent of the choice of w (and u). 
Fix, therefore, some G-normal algebra A. First suppose we are given w, 
some lifting of K to Aut(A). Then J(dw) is also given. If  we go up to K 
and choose two elements u(h, CL) and u’(h, p) generating J[d~(h, CL)] @> K, 
then s(h, [L) = upl(h, p) u’(h, ,u) is in J[dw(X, p)] @ J[dw(h, CL)]-’ L= S (9 K; 
hence s is in (G’, C;(S ix) K)). Then, just as in the well-definedness of 
H’(S @ K/S, Cr) g ker[Pic(S) ---, Pic(S (3 K)], 
d,(d) =-~ d&) d&L). 
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On the other hand, just as in [8], do(u’) = n,(s) do(~). Thus choosing 
different U’S yields cocycles which differ only by (dK(s), d,(s)) for s in 
(G2, U(S @ K)), hence yields the same element of Hi,,(G, K), for any K 
splitting all the J(dw)‘s. Thus <(A) . 1s independent of the choice of u. 
Now suppose we are given two liftings w and w’ of G to Aut(A) extending 
K. Obtain dw, dw’ in (G2, Aut,(A)), which yield J(dw) and J(dw’) in 
(G2, Pit(S)). I f  z(h) = w’(X) w(h))l, z yields J(z) in (G, Pit(S)). Let K be a 
faithfully flat R-algebra in Q(R) such that S @ K splits all the images of 
J(dw), J(dw’), and J(s). Then, since 
dw’(A, p) = x(A)[w(X) z(p) w(X)-l] dw(k p) @CL)-’ 
in Aut,(A), we have, in Pit(S) 
(4 J[dw’Gt IL)] = JL491 Jb(4 4~) 4W ICd+, ~11 JC4W’l. 
It is quickly verified that 
Jkw X(P) 4v’l = 44 JM4 
Now change base to K. Viewing z, dw, dw’ as having their images in 
Aut,,&A 0 K), z and dw are conjugation by X, U, respectively. Set 
(b) u’(X, (LL) = x(A) x(py”‘u()r, p) X(hp)y. 
Then if J[dw(h, p)] @ K = (S @ K) u(h, p) and J[z(X)] @ K = (S @ K) x(X), 
we have by (a) J[dw’(h, p)] @ K = (5’ @ K) u’(h, p), so that elements of 
(G2, U(S @ K2)) corresponding to J(dw) and J(dw’) and an element of 
(G, U(S @ K2)) corresponding to J(z), are, respectively, dK(u), dK(u’), 
d,(x). From (b) it follows easily that dK(u’) = d,d,(x) dK(u); since all of 
these arise from elements in the kernel of Pit(S) - Pic(S @ K), dK of each 
of these factors is I. 
So we have two elements of 
Set 
Z3(G, K) C (G2, U(S 0 K2)) 0 (G3, U(S 0 K)), 
k’ = (d&J), d&J)), and 6 = (&(4, d&4). 
2 = (dK(x), 1) in (G, UP 0 K2)) 0 (G2, UP 0 K)). 
We have shown that D(3i) . ti = (dK(u’), d,(u)). To show that D(2) . zi = ti’, 
i.e., that the class of zi = the class of ti’ in Hi,,(G, K), it suffices to show 
that d,(u) = dc(u’). 
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‘r. do this we recall the following identities: 
(1) a*“‘“‘.+i) ,x(A) a’J’(A’, 
(2) L4’(h, p) &I”‘.’ n’“““““~“““u’(,~, p), 
(3) u(p, v)“‘,” ujh, p) =~ ,f(h, p, 1,) u(A, p) u(hp, 1’). 
It sufices to show that 
(4) u’(p, IJ)!’ ‘1.4’ u’(h, pv) f(h, /A, 2’) u’(A, ,L) u’(hp, I,). 
‘I’hcrcfore consider the Icft-hand side of (4), multiplied b!. s(hp), 
by (1)) 
bv (1) 
b;- (11) 
b (1) 
by (3) 
bv (1) 
by (b) 
by (2) 
l,!; (I) 
by (11) 
which proves (4). 
We must show independcncc of K. \\-e have shown that given .I and 
different liftings zc, ZL” of G to Aut,(.-l), that given any “sufficiently large” 
K one can choose u, u’ yielding the same clement of Hi,,(G, K). So it suffices 
to fix both ‘4 and ZL’ and show that given two algebras ~, , K, with 
then for any algebra K I K, and Kz , the images in H,” ,(G, K) of the classes 
in H&(G, Ki) of the (,f, , fi) arising from the u, , i -z I, 2, arc the same. 
Hut J(dzo(X, p)) @) K .= J[dzc(X, p)] I(,?) K, (x;jK K for i I, 2, so the 
images in f&(G, K) of the classes in II&(G, L;) of (j, , g,) are the classes 
of the cocycles arising from U, $3 I in (.-I 3, K,) (-4 @K K,) i%n K, i I, 2. 
Thus it is a matter of showing that the imagc of -4 in Hi,,(G, i’) is indepcn- 
dent of the choice of u, which was done above. Thus < is independent of K. 
The well-definedness of < from isomorphism classes of G-normal algebras 
to Hz,,(G) has therefore been shown. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. If  K: G - Aut(S) is trivial so is 5. 
For we may choose for any A the trivial lifting w: G---t Aut(A) which 
sends everything to the identity automorphism. 
4. PROPERTIES OF i 
Let A,, A, be G-normal algebras with liftings wr , We of K. Then 
wr @ w2 is a lifting of K to A, OS A, . 
LEMMA 4.1. W, 0s A,) = WA . &%.). 
Proof. For i = 1, 2, suppose wi gives rise to (ft , gi), fi in (G3, U(S @ K)), 
gi in (G2, U(S @ K2)), where K is in SZ(R). Then dw, @ dw, is in 
(G2, Auts(Al) @ Aut,(A,)) C (G2, Aut,(A, OS A,)). I f  dw,(h, CL) gives rise to 
J(dwi(X, p)), (split by K), then dw,(h, II) @ dw,(h, p) gives rise to 
J(dw,(A p) 0 dw,(k CL)), which is equal to J(dwdA CL)) 0 J(dw2h CL)) by 
[4, p. 1141. Thus wr @ w2 gives rise to g,g, in (G2, U(S @ K2)). On the 
other hand, wr @ w2 yields fifi in (Ga, U(S @ K)) just as in [8, 6.21. So 
the lifting wi @ w2 yields the product of the cocycles in Z&(G, K), hence 
in H&(G). 
It is clear that if A is an Azumaya S-algebra of the form A = S @JR A,, 
then one may extend the action K of G on S to an action w = K @ 1 on A 
which is a group homomorphism. If w is a group homomorphism, {(A) = 1. 
So, in particular, if A is the endomorphism ring of a free S-module, A is 
G-normal and [(A) = 1. 
More generally we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let E be a jkitely generated faithful projective S-module 
such that End,(P) is G-normal. Then <[End,(P)] = 1. 
Proof. Let w: G + Aut(End,(P)) extend the action of G on S. Let 
P @Q = F, a finitely generated free S-module. Extend G to an action on 
F in the obvious way. Then F = u(P) @ u(Q) for all 0 in G, and the map 
u: P-t u(P) extending o on S yields an isomorphism u: End,(P) + End,[a(P)] 
by conjugation: u(f) = ufu-l. So h(u)-1 = ow(u)-l is an S-algebra isomorph- 
ism End,(P) ---L EndJo( such that h(u)u = w(u). 
View u(P) as an End,(P)-module via h(u)-‘: f .  x = h(u)-l(f)(x). By 
Morita theory u(P) = P OS H,, for H, a rank-one projective S-module. Let 
K be a faithfully flat R-algebra so that for all u in G, HO OR K = (S OR K) U, 
for some u,, E H OR K. Then the map v, : S OR K - HO OR K by v,(l) = u, 
yields an element of (G, C;(S (3 IF)) by dK’(~)(a) c,,(~~)~’ E~(TI,,), which is 
an Amitsur cocycle, i.e., (IK’dK’(~) I. At the K-level the map 
is given by conjugation by r;‘: h(a)(f) =~ v,‘@~, . Define 
~z(~)O: End,[or(P)] --f EndJo( by h(7)’ oh(r) c ‘. 
When h(r) is conjugation by 8 ;‘, /q(7)” is conjugation by (z~~o))r OV;‘O-1, 
and ZL(U) is conjugation by z:,ro. 
Consider now 
dw(u, T) -~ w(ff) ZC(T) w(m) 1, 
~ h(u) Oh(T) T(uT)y h(u+1, 
h(u) h(T)0 h(m) ‘. 
At the K-level, &u((T, 7) is conjugation by z;Or(zTg) r v,, 4Y(v. ‘)(a, 7) 
b(a, 7). Then dK’dC’(~ml) ~ nK’(b)(o, r) t (G”, ti(S $1 K”)) and d&v’) ~ 
&(/~)(a, 7, p) E (G3, li(S $3 A)) give a cocyclc representing the element 
LJEnd,(P)] in H&(G). But in fact “IK’d,(v ‘) = &L/~‘(zF’), easily verified 
once one notes that l ;‘(ZJ,) tr(~,,) is multiplication by an clement of S $1 K” 
and all maps in question are S @ K-module maps; and d,d,(v’) 1, also 
a straightforward computation once one recalls that 
Thus since dX’dK’(z: r) 1, (dK’dc(~ ‘), d,d,(z~ ‘)) :m D(d,‘(z-l), 1) in 
(G’, U(S @ A?)) @ (G3, L.i(S 0 K)), so <[End,(P)] = 1. 
A class in B(S), the Brauer group of S, will bc called G-normal if there 
is a representative of the class which is G-normal; the set of G-normal classes 
in B(S) will be denoted R(S, G). Clearly, B(S, G) is a submonoid of B(S); 
since A” is G-normal if .-I is, B(S, G) IS a subgroup. From 4. I and 4.2 follows 
COROLLARY 4.3. < is a homomorphism from B(S, G) to Hi,,(G). 
5. THE KERNEL OF 5 
Teichmuller computed the kernel of 5 for S a field and a Galois extension 
of R with group G, as the image in B(S, G) of B(R). We show that Teich- 
muller’s result remains valid for any S. 
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Assume in this section that K: G + Aut(S) is l-l and makes S a Galois 
extension of R with group G, in the sense of [5]. 
We avoid the Skolem-Noether theorem, used in the classical proof, by 
using 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a commutative separable R-algebra, A an Azumaya 
S-algebra, C an Azumaya R-algebra such that 
Then the class of A in B(S) is equal to the class of Co OR S. 
Proof. Since Cs = A (C @ C”)s@co s A. By [12, Theorem 21 
(C @ coy g s @ co. S’ m’ce (C @ C”)A g End,(C) with C viewed as a left 
A-module, we have End,(C) E S @ Co. By [4, Prop. 4.101 A and S @ Co 
are equivalent in B(S). 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let A be a G-normal Azumaya S-algebra with <(A) = 1. 
Then the class of A in B(S, G) comes from B(R). 
Proof. Since <(A) = 1 we have a lifting w: G- AutR(A) such that 
dw(X, p) is conjugation by u(X, CL) and the coboundary of u (with respect to 
G) is I. Thus we may construct, just as on page 9 of [8], an Azumaya 
R-algebra C, by C = CAEG Av, with v,a = w(X)(a) Us and V~ZI, = u(X, CL) v,, . 
Then Cs = A. So by Theorem 5.1 the result follows. 
COROLLARY 5.3. For S a Galois extension of R with group G, there is an 
exact sequence of abelian groups, 
0 -4 B(S/R) -+ B(R) -- B(S, G) -I, H:,,(G). 
6. REMARKS AND QUESTIONS 
There are at least two other approaches to extending Teichmuller’s map 
which we sketch here. 
A. In the situation of Section 2 recall H:,,(G) is the direct limit over 
faithfully flat K of groups Hp,,(G, K). There is a long exact sequence 
(0, 1, a), 
0 - &f,,(G) - f&t,,(G) + H”(G H’(S, Y) 
(6.1) 
+ F&(G) + H&(G) + H;,,(G) + ... . 
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I f  S is a Galois extension of R with group G, then H,:,,(G) g B(SjR) by [6]. 
I f  S is a regular Japanese ring of dimension 2-2 then H’(S, L:) =- B(S) b! 
[I 11. In that case (6.1) becomes 
0 -m-f B(S,‘R) - If&(G) -+ ff”(G, B(S)) --+ H;.,(G) ---p M;;,,,(G) ---+ ... . (6.2) 
This is very suggestive of (5.3). I f  S is local and one uses for covers of S 
not S-algebras of the form S ;<lR K but an S-algebra T which is a Galois 
extension of R with group G, then EF,l 0 and by Hochschild-Serre [IO], 
(6.2) b ecomes . 
(6.3) 0 + B(S;‘R) + B(T/R) - ff”(G, B( I’I’S’)) --+ H3(G, L.(S)) 
+ H3(G, C’(T)) + ... . 
Since every Azumaya algebra over a local ring is split by a Galois extension 
[2, Corollary 6.41 and since H(S, G) fIa(G, B(S)) for S local, passing to 
the limit over such T gives 
(6.4) 0 -+ B(S,‘R) - U(R) z B(S, G) -+ fZ”(G, C;(S)) 
F lim ff3(G, L:(T)) --F “., 
which is just like (5.3). Th e map B(S, G) ~~ ff”(G, B(S)) -+ If”(G, L”(S)) of 
(6.4) is HochschildScrrc’s description of the Teichmuller map. 
We conjecture that in (6. 1) the composition 
n(s, G) -F ff”(G, N”(S, I ‘)) --> ffff,JG) 
is the ‘I’cichmuller map of Section 3. 
H. l~r6hlich and \\:a11 have, for G a group acting on a commutative 
ring S, a long exact sequence: 
(6.5) 0 + Zfl(G, C.(S)) + H1(C’ (S, G)) --+ H”(G, Pit(S)) 
~--f ffz(G, C~‘(S)) -+ P(C(S, G)) - ff’(G, Pit(S)) --z 
in which the II”(c‘(S’, G)) arc cohomology groups of the group G with 
coefficients in a certain G-graded category- with product (as defined by Froh- 
lich and Wall, see [ 171). ‘1’1 IL L 1 ow-dimensional groups have interpretations: 
II’(C(S, G)) Z~ E Pic(S, G), the equivariant Picard group, and H’(C(S, G)) .c 
EB,,(S, G), the split equivariant Brauer group [9]. When S is a Galois exten- 
sion of R with group G, EI’ic(,\‘, G) Pit(R), BB,,(S, G) @SIR). and 
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the initial part of the resulting sequence appears to coincide with the Chase- 
Harrison-Rosenberg sequence. 
They also have a diagram with exact rows and columns, 
HO(G, Pit(S)) 0 
4 j. 
H2(G, U(S)) - EB,(S, G) 
(6.6) i 4 
-=V, G) = EB(S, G) 
-1 J 
o - W(G, Pit(S)) + Q-B(S, G) - HO(G, B(S)) - H2(G, Pit(S)) 
II 4 i? II 
. . . -+ Hl(G, Pit(S)) -+ N3(G, U(S)) - H3(C(S, G)) -+ H2(G, Pit(S)) 
+ H4(G, U(S)) + ..- 
Here Q-B(S, G) is a group of equivalence classes of pairs (A,f) where 
A is a normal Azumaya S-algebra and f  a map from G to Aut(A) which is 
a homomorphism modulo inner automorphisms; EB(S, G) is the equivariant 
Brauer group, composed of equivalence classes of such pairs (A,f) where! 
is a homomorphism from G to Aut(A), and EB,(S, G), the split equivariant 
Brauer group, is defined by exactness of the right vertical sequence. When S 
is a Galois extension of R with group G, EB(S, G) = B(R). The upper long 
horizontal sequence arises, like (6.5), out of a complex involving group 
cohomology with coefficients in a (different) category with product. The 
lower horizontal sequence is (6.5). Maps from H2+i(F(S, G)) to H4+i(G, U(S)) 
“probably” exist. 
The map Q-B(S, G) + HO(G, B(S)) factors through our B(S, G), and 
the three groups coincide when Pit(S) = 0. The map from Q-B(S, G) to 
H3(G, U(S)) is defined exactly as our Teichmuller map is defined in the case 
that dzu(h, p) is an inner automorphism of A for all X, p in G (Section 3). 
The existence of a Teichmuller cocycle map from HO(G, B(S)) to H3(C(S, G)) 
is, however, unknown, except when Pit(S) = 0. The existence of maps 
from Hi(G, B(S)) to H3+i(C(S, G)), i > 0, is similarly unknown. 
The relationship, if any, between H&(G) and H”(C(S, G)) is presently 
@I/23/1-2 
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unknown. But applying several sequences of Section I to the bicomplex of 
Section 2 yields an analogous diagram with exact rows and columns, 
(6.7) 
0 
.1 4 
fs’(G, u(S)) - f&(G) 
1 i 
f%(G) = H&(G) 
i J. 
**a- H1(G, Pit(S)) - H:,,(G) + H”(G, H’(S, U)) +H2(G, Pic(S))-t... 
II 4 4 I, 
-.‘+ H1(G, Pit(S)) - N’(G, U(S)) + H&(G) - H2(G, Pic(S))-~+... 
1 4 
H;:,,(G) = H;,,(G) 
J 1 
Here the horizontal sequences are (1, I, 2) and (0, 0, I), and the vertical 
sequences are (0, 0, co) and (0, I, co). The right vertical column is (6. I), 
with its generalization of the Hochschild-Serre Teichmuller map. 
The analogies between diagrams (6.6) and (6.7) in the case where S is a 
Galois extension of R with group G and (6.1) =~ (6.2) are obvious and raise 
a host of questions which will not be answered here. 
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